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Innovative & Dynamic Rural Electrification Associations as part of a Vibrant Rural Alberta Community

One of the messages the Federation puts on materials distributed to our members is that we are here to support you in sustaining the REA way of life in rural Alberta. It’s a message that attempts to get to the heart of why we do what we do. But we
print it and read it so many times, it’s easy to stop noticing it.
Nothing other than an REA co-op could have brought power to rural Alberta because there was no social or community
will within government or the private sector to overcome the cost hurdle. That social will, or social capital, still exists
today in many rural communities. It shows up in the form of a rural Albertan helping a neighbour plant their crop when
sickness gets in the way. It evidences itself in communities that rally around families who have lost loved ones, in order to
ensure things get done on the farm that need to be done. Social capital is present when humans come together to cooperate and support one another in meeting a need.
It’s that simple and that complicated.
REAs started with lots of social capital but over time some have lost touch with how to maintain and build it. Others have
failed to pass the principles of social capital on to the next generation. This isn’t unique to REAs. Studies in the cooperative sector show that co-ops, like any other organization, have a life-cycle. It is normal for co-ops to go through periods of
waning social capital.
The big question is what are you going to do about it?
Maybe it is time to get a read on your REA’s social capital and then take action. You may need to perform emergency resuscitation, or you may just need to apply some TLC. Whatever the level of response, one thing is certain—your REA coop will not survive and thrive without a strong dose of social capital at work and in action.
It is common to experience lots of cooperation and participation by your members when a co-op is new. Then it is common in any member-based organization to see that level drop and complacency set in. The health of an REA, like any coop, is tied to the member community and the level of trust and participation in the organization. Coming together to fill a
community need fuels social capital. But then what do you do? After sixty or seventy years of mundane existence, social
capital can disappear.
(Continued on page 2...)

Quick Notes
•

•

New Directors? REA Secretaries please send new
contact information to the AFREA office c/o
janeth@afrea.ab.ca—we will up date our lists.
Do you require copies of newsletters, E-News,
Director’s Policies & Procedures Manuals, or
other publications? Contact our office and we
will send them out to your REA. Or access online
files through your member account.

In This Issue:
•
•
•

Social Capital—Investing in your REA
Government Initiatives—Updates
Social Media and Your REA Business

Next Issue:
Summer—June 2018
12th Annual Charity Golf Classic—August 9th
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Secret of Social Capital

What is the secret to building and maintaining social capital for the long haul? The secret is to develop and constantly earn
from our members the same trust and social will to get involved that the REA had when it first started. It is the trust between people to take risks together as a community for the good of the community. It is the confidence in the membership that elected Boards are acting in good faith for the good of the whole. It is trust in the co-op itself as a mechanism
that benefits the community. When people trust how the co-op is being run and show up to help, the future becomes far
more inviting and exciting. People reciprocate. They share. This whole bundle of goods is ‘social capital.’ It’s nothing less
than all of us cooperating with one another to meet the needs of our community.
Has your REA maintained and grown its social capital or is it time for some TLC?

Social Capital is not measurable
in the same way financial capital is...
Rather, it is the benefits a group or
organization provides to its members,
as a whole, and the interaction to provide
them. Social Capital is for the good of
all and, therefore, available equally
amongst the group.
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Government / Industry Initiatives—Updates
Several of the initiatives the AFREA has been involved in over the course of the past year have resulted in necessary followup to ensure REAs are on the right track with process requirements. Below are the summary details.
LINEAR TAX
The AFREA issued a communication memo to members on March 28th that outlined next steps in the Municipal Government Act (MGA) requirements for Linear Tax assessments on non-agricultural services, under which REAs are included.
The AFREA is working closely with the Assessment Services Branch of Municipal Affairs to develop tools to assist REAs in
calculating amounts owing on each site within the County / MD. The requested information will be used to develop the
tools needed to ease this process for our members. Tax assessment will be made on: residential services, single or multi-lot,
within rural sub-divisions not affiliated with a farm or agricultural operation; on any commercial sites not affiliated with a
farm / agricultural operation. Conference calls and workshops will provide necessary instruction / guidance for members.
Please ensure your REA data is provided to our office, if you haven’t done so already.
INTERMINGLED SYSTEM STUDY

Rural Utilities, under the direction of Alberta Agriculture & Forestry, has engaged a third-party consulting firm hired
through the RFP process for the Intermingled System Study project. We brought this to your attention last year and would
like to remind our members of the value in participating in the survey questions you will be asked by Concentric Energy
Advisors. Your input means there will be a broader and more complete picture of REAs in Alberta. Their report goals will
include establishing a fair value of REA assets and IOUs in the intermingled service areas, as well as, conducting comprehensive rate reviews. This project is scheduled for completion by September 28th, 2018.
RRO
The April increase in the default rate created a short time frame for REAs to file their deferral account statements. The filing
process is one that any REA providing the RRO to their members must comply with under the RRO Regulations. Our consultants, Bema Enterprises Ltd. and Alberta Counsel, assisted with email communication and conference calls. A workshop
was set up for members on April 12th to provide instruction on required filing procedures.

AFREA E-NEWS:
The AFREA E-News is a weekly communication sent via our MailChimp platform every Saturday morning to all REA member directors. Not receiving this communication? Please let us know so we can add you to the mailing list. As a member, you are included in
this mailing that provides AFREA, REA, government & industry news links. It’s a beneficial tool to keep current with events and
trends happening in our province. Status: 50% of the mailing list actually read the E-News—is there something we can
do to improve?

Connect with us: www.afrea.ab.ca

Follow us on Twitter: @AFREA1

Find us on FACEBOOK
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Social Media and your REA Business
Social media offers an immense opportunity to connect with your members, but it shouldn’t be used as a
stand-alone venue of communication. Due to the varying levels of participation on social media and the demographics in your REA area, it is a wise business choice to spread awareness using several media methods,
including social media, traditional print, radio, and email. Each contact group (or demographic) prefers a different form of communication, therefore making it a little more difficult to reach everyone with your news. The
value of social media is its reach and immediacy—you can get a message out quickly. Therein lies the need
for a comprehensive policy that outlines what, where, and how because once it’s out there it’s virtually impossible to retrieve it.
Social media provides an immediate information source using such platforms as Facebook and Twitter. The
others such as LinkedIn, Instagram, and You-Tube, to name a few, provide specialized platforms for specific
targets and media sources. For example, LinkedIn is a business connection platform; Instagram a photobased sharing platform; and You-Tube is video sharing. One must keep in mind that although there are benefits to using social media, there are also risks. The need for education on proper business use is highly recommended before making this transition. This due diligence allows a business to keep engagement from ending
up in conflict; sets content and direction so distortion of good information is not confused with opposing facts
or allegations; damage to company value and reputation is mitigated through knowledge and positive factual
direction.
Decide your direction and focus. Make a policy for Social Media and Communication (The AFREA has templates for members). Assign those to the task of posting who are ambassadors for your business. They will be
positive. They will refrain from posting things that are detrimental to your REA. They will engage, yet be respectful of the value your REA has within its community. Check posts. Create content. Be creative. Be consistent. Be engaging. If you have any questions regarding social media, contact the AFREA office—we are
here to help build and promote your REA business.

Did You Know…
A huge 95% of Boomers will opt for email over instant messenger, so encouraging newsletter sign-ups will
help increase interaction and build awareness.
(source: Canadian Business Journal 2017—How to Market to Different Generations on Social Media)

Your REA started with a social network, and it wasn’t Facebook or Twitter.
It was old school relationships.
Get to know one another again and rejuvenate your co-op
Through social interactions.

If you have any announcements or stories you would like to share,
please send them to janeth@afrea.ab.ca
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